
Zhengzhou Longhu by Fei Hu Wins Silver in A'
Interior Design Awards

Zhengzhou Longhu

Fei Hu's Innovative Conference Center

Design Recognized for Excellence by

Prestigious International Jury

COMO, CO, ITALY, July 1, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The A' Design

Award, a highly prestigious and well-

recognized award in the field of interior

design, has announced Fei Hu as a

winner in the Interior Space and

Exhibition Design category for the

exceptional work "Zhengzhou Longhu".

This conference center design was

selected by an expert jury panel for its

outstanding creativity, functionality,

and cultural relevance.

Zhengzhou Longhu's recognition in the

A' Interior Space, Retail and Exhibition

Design Award highlights its significance

not only for Fei Hu but for the entire

interior design industry. The design showcases innovative solutions and aligns with current

trends, serving as an inspiration for designers and setting new standards for conference center

spaces. Its unique features offer practical benefits for users and stakeholders alike.

Drawing inspiration from Chinese culture and the mythical phoenix, Fei Hu skillfully incorporates

traditional elements with modern Zen design techniques. The result is a stunning conference

center that boasts an elegant and internationally appealing aesthetic while expressing distinctive

Chinese cultural characteristics. The dynamic white curved lines spanning the interconnected

atrium spaces create a sense of movement and grace, evoking the phoenix's majestic posture.

This prestigious recognition from the A' Interior Space, Retail and Exhibition Design Award is

expected to have a profound impact on Fei Hu's future projects. It serves as a testament to their

design excellence and innovation, motivating the team to continue pushing boundaries and
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exploring new creative avenues. Zhengzhou Longhu is poised to become a benchmark for

conference center design, influencing industry trends and practices.

Interested parties may learn more at:

https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=159437

About Fei Hu

Fei Hu is an accomplished design expert with over 20 years of experience in the interior design

field. Based in China, Hu Fei has successfully led numerous iconic interior design and real estate

projects nationwide. They have collaborated with well-known brand companies to deliver

innovative design solutions for luxury residential, hotel commercial, and public cultural spaces.

Fei Hu's work has been recognized with multiple gold, silver, and bronze awards in design

competitions and featured in various professional interior design publications.

About Fm.p Associates

Established in Shanghai in 2004, fmp associates is a collective of design practitioners and

creative thinkers specializing in interior spaces such as apartments, offices, hotels, restaurants,

clubs, and bars. With a modern and international aesthetic, the firm strictly adheres to design

drawing standards and constantly updates their approach to integrate interiors with architecture

and environment. Boasting 20 years of professional experience, fmp associates aims to provide

a one-stop solution for all interior design needs, making them one of the best interior design

companies in Shanghai today.

About Silver A' Design Award

The Silver A' Design Award recognizes top-tier designs that exemplify excellence and innovation.

Recipients are acknowledged for their significant contributions to raising industry standards and

advancing design practice through their highly functional and aesthetically pleasing creations.

The rigorous selection process involves blind peer review by an influential and expert jury panel

based on pre-established evaluation criteria. Winning the Silver A' Design Award in the Interior

Space and Exhibition Design category is a prestigious achievement, showcasing the designer's

exceptional expertise, creativity, and impact on improving everyday life.

About A' Design Award

The A' Design Award is an international, juried design competition organized annually since 2008

across all industries, welcoming entries from all countries. Its ultimate aim is to recognize and

promote superior products and projects that advance and benefit society, helping to create a

better world through the transformative power of good design. By celebrating remarkable

achievements and showcasing pioneering designs on a global stage, the A' Design Award

motivates designers and brands to develop innovative solutions that positively impact the world.

Interested parties may explore the competition, view past laureates, and participate with their

projects at https://interior-design-competitions.com
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